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Scientific Motivation for BP2

Lapusta and Rice, 2003

[Barbot et al., 2012; Cubas et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2017]. We assume that the state variable evolves
according to the “aging law” [Dieterich, 1972, 1979; Ruina, 1983]. The frictional resistance is then expressed as

τ ¼ σ f " þ a ln
V
V"

! "
þ b ln

V" θ
L

! "# $
; (1a)

dθ
dt

¼ 1 $ V θ
L

; (1b)

where τ is the shear strength which is equal to the shear stress, σ is the effective normal stress, V is the slip
rate, and f* is the friction coefficient at the reference slip rate V*. The parameter a quantifies the direct effect
of a slip-rate change. The parameter b describes the effect of the state variable. The characteristic slip dis-
tance, L, governs the evolution of the state variable. Friction is said to be velocity weakening (VW) if a $
b < 0, and velocity-strengthening (VS) if a $ b > 0. A VW behavior of the fault is required for seismic

Figure 1. Setting of the Mw7.8 Gorkha earthquake and dynamic simulations presented in this study. (a) Distribution of coseismic slip, location, and timing of the
sources of high-frequency radiations (0.5–2 Hz) and pattern of interseismic coupling on the Main Himalayan Thrust fault (isocontour of locking from 10% to 90%)
[Avouac et al., 2015; Galetzka et al., 2015; Stevens and Avouac, 2015; Elliott et al., 2016]. (b) Our fault model, with the velocity-strengthening (VS) and velocity-weakening
(VW) areas indicated by the white and pink areas, respectively. The fault is loaded by dip-slip motion (slip is parallel to the shorter dimension of the model). The solid
black line and black star represent the rupture area and epicenter of event 12, respectively. The black dashed rectangle outlines the area shown in Figure 2. The black
dots show the location of points A and B where slip and stress histories are shown in Figure 3. (c) Maximum slip rate as a function of time during the 2000 yearlong
simulation. The dashed horizontal line shows the 0.1 m/s threshold above which slip is considered to be seismic. Magnitudes are indicated, with event 12 in red.
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Important Physical Length Scales

Cohesive zone size

for reference friction coe�cient f0, reference slip rate V0, and rate-and-state parameters a

and b. For this benchmark, b is constant as b0 and a varies with depth (insert in Figure 1)
as follows:

a(z) =

8
><

>:

a0, 0  z < H

a0 + (amax � a0)(z �H)/h, H  z < H + h

amax, H + h  z < Wf

(8)

Below depthWf, the fault creeps at an imposed constant rate, given by the interface condition

V (z, t) = Vp, z � Wf, (9)

where Vp is the plate rate.

3 Initial Conditions, Simulation Time and Suggested Cell Size

Initial conditions on slip and the state variable are required. We consider that slip is initially
zero everywhere in the domain, i.e.

�(z, 0) = 0. (10)

The initial state on the fault is chosen so that the model can start with uniform slip rate
and pre-stress at constant values Vinit and ⌧

0, respectively. The pre-stress ⌧ 0 corresponds to
the steady-state stress with slip rate Vinit at the depth of Wf, namely

⌧
0 = �namax sinh

�1


Vinit

2V0
exp
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f0 + b0 ln(V0/Vinit)

amax

◆�
+ ⌘Vinit . (11)

To be consistent with slip rate and pre-stress everywhere, the initial state is variable with
depth and not necessarily at the steady state:
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Equations (1)–(2), along with boundary condition (3), interface conditions (4)–(5) and
(9), and initial conditions (10) and (12) are solved over the time period 0  t  tf, where
tf is a specified final simulation time. Table 1 specifies tf = 1,200 years. Note that if this
final time is not su�ciently long enough to exit the spin-up period, we suggest increasing tf

until at least 4 large and small events have occurred after the spin-up cycle. All necessary
parameter values for this benchmark problem are given in Table 1.

With an eye towards future benchmarks in 3D (when computational e�ciency demands
a large cell size), we want to explore how resolution of critical physical scales a↵ects model
outcome. At a rupture speed of 0+, the quasi-static process zone, ⇤0, is expressed as:

⇤0 = C
µDc

b�n
, (13)

where C is a constant on the order of 1. Another important length scale, the nucleation zone
size, h⇤, is expressed as:

h
⇤ =

2

⇡

µbDc

(b� a)2�n
. (14)
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Nucleation zone size

With the provided model values, the process zone ⇤0 and h
⇤ are nearly uniform within the

VW region, with a size of ⇡ 170 m and ⇡ 1 km, respectively.
We suggest trying seven cell sizes, �z = 25 m, 50 m, 100 m, 200 m, 300 m, 400 m

and 800 m, for the simulations. These sizes correspond to three cases resolving ⇤0 with
approximately 6, 3 and 1.7 grid points and four cases that do not resolve ⇤0. These cases
resolve h

⇤ with approximately 40, 20, 10, 5, 3, 2 and 1 grid points.
For methods that use multiple degrees of freedom along cell edges/faces, please take

�z = edge length / number of unique degrees of freedom. For instance, for a high-order
finite element method, if h is the edge length and N the polynomial order then �z = h/N .

We expect that some larger cell sizes may lead to numerical instability, unrealistically
small time steps, or other issues that make simulations unfeasible. Please submit results
only from successful simulations and report to us about when and how the simulations fail.

Table 1: Parameter values used in the benchmark problem
Parameter Definition Value, Units

⇢ density 2670 kg/m3

cs shear wave speed 3.464 km/s
�n e↵ective normal stress on fault 50 MPa
a0 rate-and-state parameter 0.010

amax rate-and-state parameter 0.025
b0 rate-and-state parameter 0.015
Dc critical slip distance 0.004 m
Vp plate rate 10�9 m/s
Vinit initial slip rate 10�9 m/s
V0 reference slip rate 10�6 m/s
f0 reference friction coe�cient 0.6
H depth extent of uniform VW region 15 km
h width of VW-VS transition zone 3 km
Wf width of rate-and-state fault 40 km
�z suggested cell sizes 25 m, 50 m, 100 m, 200 m, 300 m, 400 m, 800 m
tf final simulation time 1, 200 years

4

critical size of area that allows for 
frictional instability (~1 km)

critical length scale required for 
resolving rupture tip (~170 m)
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Benchmark Problem BP2 

Similarity - The problem set-up for this second benchmark is identical to that of the 
first benchmark problem (BP1), except for changes in some model parameters.             


Difference - L = 8 mm ➟ 4 mm, suggested cell size (node spacing), simulation time, 
and output format details. 


Objectives - Understand complexity in simulated events and numerical resolution 
issues ➟ How to properly resolve 3D problems and interpret model results.
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Model group Method (Code) Cell size (dz) Domain size 
(Lx, Lz) (Ly) B.C. at Lx B.C. at Lz

Abrahams FDM (Scycle) 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 800 m (400 km, 200 km)

(160 km, 80 km) displacement traction free

Erickson FDM (FDcycle) 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 800 m (160 km, 160 km) traction-free traction free

Kozdon DG-FEM (beard) ~94, ~188, 375, 750 m (160 km, 80 km) traction-free or 
displacement traction free

Barbot BEM 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 800 m (∞, ∞) N/A displacement

Cattania BEM (FDRA) 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 800 m (∞, ∞) N/A displacement

Jiang

SBEM (BICYCLE)

25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 m (∞, 160 km) N/A periodic

Lambert 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 m (∞, 100 km) N/A periodic

Ma 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 m (∞, 200 km) N/A periodic

Luo BEM (QDYN) ~20, ~39, ~78, ~156, ~313, 625 m (∞, ∞) N/A displacement

Liu
BEM

25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 m (∞, ∞) (720 km) N/A displacement

Wei 25, 50, 100 (∞, ∞) (720 km) N/A displacement

Summary of Model Submissions: 

* Ly = ∞ unless specified


11 modelers; ~76 model runs
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Comparison Strategy
Assess convergence/divergence of models in terms of different model 
characteristics for different cell sizes, within and across model groups

Slip Profiles

• General model features


• Event catalogue analysis

Time Series

4 On-fault Time Series Output

Files are uploaded to the SCEC code validation web server at this address:

http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/cgi-bin/seas.cgi

You need to upload on-fault (x = 0) time series files, which give slip �, base 10 log of the slip
rate V , base 10 log of the state variable (i.e. log10(✓)), and shear stress ⌧ , for each on-fault
station at representative time steps. We define the simulation periods as either aseismic
(when max(V ) < 10�3 m/s, where max(V ) is the maximum slip rate over the entire fault)
or seismic (when max(V ) � 10�3 m/s). When outputting modeling results, use larger time
intervals (e.g., ⇠0.1 yr) during aseismic periods and smaller time intervals (e.g., ⇠0.1 s)
during seismic periods. More variable time steps are OK. Please keep the total number of
time steps in the data file on the order of 104–105.

Time series data is supplied as ASCII files, one file for each station. There are 12 stations
in total, as follows:

fltst dp000: z = 0.0 km (at the free surface)
fltst dp024: z = 2.4 km
fltst dp048: z = 4.8 km
fltst dp072: z = 7.2 km
fltst dp096: z = 9.6 km
fltst dp120: z = 12.0 km
fltst dp144: z = 14.4 km
fltst dp168: z = 16.8 km
fltst dp192: z = 19.2 km
fltst dp240: z = 24.0 km
fltst dp288: z = 28.8 km
fltst dp360: z = 36.0 km

Each time series has 5 data fields, as follows.

Field Name Description, Units and Sign Convention
t Time (s)
slip Out-of-plane slip (m). Positive for right-lateral motion.
slip rate log10 of the out-of-plane slip-rate (log10 m/s). Positive for right-lateral motion.
shear stress Shear stress (MPa). Positive for shear stress that tends to cause right-lateral

motion.
state log10 of state variable (log10 s).

The on-fault time series file consists of three sections, as follows:

5

• Long-term & short-term evolution


• Depth-dependent conditions
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Slip Profiles Lambert (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=100 km)
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Slip Profiles Jiang (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=160 km)
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Slip Profiles Ma (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=200 km)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Lambert (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=100 km)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Jiang (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=160 km)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis

Domain size (or time 
stepping schemes, etc.) 
affects model complexity

Ma (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=200 km)
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Slip Profiles Cattania (FDRA; BEM; Lz=∞)
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Slip Profiles Wei (BEM; Lz=∞)
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Slip Profiles Liu (BEM; Lz=∞)
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Slip Profiles Luo (QDYN; BEM; Lz=∞)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Cattania (FDRA; BEM; Lz=∞)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Wei (BEM; Lz=∞)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Liu (BEM; Lz=∞)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Luo (QDRN; BEM; Lz=∞)
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Compare SBEM & BEM Ma (BICycle; SBEM; Lz=200 km)
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Liu (BEM; Lz=∞)



Slip Profiles Abrahams (SCycle; FDM; Lx, Lz = 400,200 km)

Erickson (FDcycle; FDM; Lx, Lz = 160,160 km)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Abrahams (SCycle; FDM; Lx, Lz = 400,200 km)
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seismic moment release per unit length, M = G * s * L

Catalogue Analysis Erickson (FDcycle; FDM; Lx, Lz = 160,160 km)
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earthquake complexity due to 
insufficient numerical resolution

Erickson (FDM; Lx, Lz = 160,160 km)

Lambert (SBEM; Lz=100 km)
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dz=300 m dz=400 m

dz=300 m dz=400 m



Summary 
! Qualitatively similar behavior (for dz = 25, 50, 100 m): alternating sequences of large 

(surface rupturing) and small (buried) events, all nucleating ~15 km depth, & short spin-
up cycle (~2-3 events).


! Drastic differences in small event patterns arise due to increase in cell sizes


! SBEM: model convergence toward dz=25 m; large computational domain sizes 
improve model convergence.


! BEM: model convergence toward dz=25 m; some discrepancy exists.


! FDM: some discrepancy across model groups (dz=25 m yet to be added).


! Others: most codes occasionally produce a different large event later in the simulation.
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comparing better-resolved cases

Cattania (BEM; Lx, Lz = ∞)

z=14.4 km

Long-Term Behavior

z=7.2 km
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comparing better-resolved cases

Cattania (BEM; Lx, Lz = ∞)

z=7.2 km z=14.4 km

Long-Term Behavior
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z=7.2 km z=14.4 km

slip rate slip rate

stress stress

Ma (SBEM; Lz=200 km)
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Effect of computational domain size and cell size

node at mid-seismogenic depth (z=14.4 km)

dz=25 m

SBEM; Lz=200, 160, 80 km

dz=50 m

dz=100 m

dz=200 m
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Effect of computational domain size and cell size

FDM; (Lx,Lz)=(400,200) (160,160) 
(160,80) km

dz=50 m dz=100 m

z=14.4 km

dz=200 m

- discrepancy also likely due 
numerical procedures
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z=7.2 km z=14.4 km

Best-resolved models (25 m) from all groups

stress stress

Long-Term Behavior
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z=7.2 km z=14.4 km

Best-resolved models (50 m) from all groups

stress stress

Long-Term Behavior
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z=7.2 km z=14.4 km

Best-resolved models (20-50 m) from all groups

stress stress

Long-Term Behavior
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Summary 
! Qualitatively similar long-term evolution


! Good convergence in SBEM/BEM models with small cell sizes


! Discrepancies in FDM likely related to numerical procedures


! Good matches between models with a 25-m cell-size; errors accumulate with time 


! Poorer matches between models with a 50-m cell-size
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Short-Term Behavior

z=0 km

NOTE: waveforms are aligned at the local onset of the seismic phase (V>=0.01 m/s)

Coseismic rupture: 1st large event
(after 150 yr)

dz=25 m

1st row: 
vertically 

offset 
for visual

2nd row: 
actual data

x axis: time
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FDM

BEM

SBEM



(after 150 yr)

z=0 km

dz=50 m

Short-Term Behavior

z=0 km

dz=25 m

x axis: slip

Coseismic rupture: 1st large event
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(after 150 yr)

z=0 km

dz=50 m

prestress 
discrepancy

Short-Term Behavior

x axis: time

Coseismic rupture: 1st large event
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FDM

BEM

SBEM



z=0 km

(after 150 yr)

dz=25 m

Short-Term Behavior

z=0 km

dz=50 m

x axis: slip

Coseismic rupture: 1st large event
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(after 150 yr)
Short-Term Behavior

z=7.2 km

dz=25 m

x axis: time

Coseismic rupture: 1st large event
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reflected phase



(after 150 yr)
Short-Term Behavior

z=7.2 km

dz=25 m

x axis: slip

Coseismic rupture: 1st large event
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slip discrepancy



Short-Term Behavior

z=0 km

x axis: time

dz=25 m

Coseismic rupture: 8th large event
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(after 150 yr)



Short-Term Behavior

z=0 km

x axis: slip

dz=25 m

Coseismic rupture: 8th large event
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smaller discrepancy 
than 1st event

(after 150 yr)



Short-Term Behavior

z=7.2 km

x axis: time

dz=25 m

Coseismic rupture: 8th large event
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(after 150 yr)



Short-Term Behavior

z=7.2 km

x axis: slip

dz=25 m

Coseismic rupture: 8th large event
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(after 150 yr)



Summary 
! Matches of aligned coseismic phases are excellent for cases with 25 m and 50 m.


! Discrepancy in model behavior are more pronounced as a function of slip than time.


! Matches for the later (8th) event is better than the 1st event 


! Model responses at the surface match better than at mid-seismogenic depths (due 
to surface-reflected phases).


! Larger variations in surface-reflected phases (for the 1st event) probably due to the 
model spin-up processes.
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dz=25 m
z=7.2 km
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Recurrence Times of Large Events
seismic phases: V>=0.01 m/s

FDM

BEM

SBEM

comp. 
domain size

error 
accumulation?

incorrect loading?
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Recurrence Times of Large Events
seismic phases: V>=0.01 m/s

FDM

BEM

SBEM
SBEM/BEM more constant

FDM more variable

FEM

dz=50 m
z=7.2 km
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Recurrence Times of Large Events
seismic phases: V>=0.01 m/s

FDM

BEM

SBEM
previously variable

FEM

dz=100 m
z=7.2 km

previously constant

stable SBEM/BEM
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Recurrence Times of Large Events
seismic phases: V>=0.01 m/s

FDM

BEM

SBEM

FEM

dz=200 m
z=7.2 kmz=7.2 km



Summary 
! The recurrence times between large events are less variable in SBEM/BEM models 

than some BEM/FDM models


! Some minor discrepancy due to computational domain sizes (similar to BP1)


! No models have periodic large-event cycles (partly due to intermediate-sized 
events) when the cell size reaches 200 m or larger.
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Overall Takeaways 
! The qualitatively similar model behavior and divergence of models with increased cell 

sizes agree well with our expectations.


! The convergence of models with the decrease in cell sizes seems clear for some model 
groups (SBEM and some BEM). Need followups on other models in smaller groups.


! Small event patterns are highly sensitive to cell sizes.


! Large event occurrence times are sensitive to cell sizes; time shift and long-term error 
accumulation are present in models even with the smallest cell sizes. 


! Coseismic rupture behavior are in overall excellent agreements; surface reflected phase 
(prestress & rupture speed) is probably influenced by the model spin-up process (for 
early events) and long-term error accumulation (for later events).
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Additional issues/questions: 

• Spin-up of models: generally easy for BP1/BP2


• The effect of numerical procedures, e.g. variable grid spacing, solvers?


• How should we compare results (verification metrics)?

• do we only accept results that show independence of domain size?

• the most important model characteristics? e.g. coseismic rupture, 

recurrence times

• normed errors in time series/slip profiles?


• What constitutes a successful verification exercise? (how much discrepancy/
matching do we expect/allow?)

• define a tolerance on error between model results? 

• convergence as a function of resolution? 
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